
 
 

 

Movies & Languages 2018-2019 

 
Incredibles 2 

 
   About the movie (subtitled version) 

DIRECTOR Brad Bird 
 

YEAR/COUNTRY 2018 / USA 

GENRE  Computer-animated superhero film   
 

VOICES Craig T. Nelson, Holly Hunter, Sarah Vowell  

 

PLOT 
 

The Parr family, Bob (Mr. Incredible), Helen (Elastigirl) and the two eldest children, Violet and 
Dashiell "Dash", as well as baby Parr, Jack Jack, have all been transformed into superheroes. They 
spend a lot of their time, doing good, fighting gangsters who are terrorising urban populations. The 
general authorities, however, have not understood that they are the ones doing good, and thus have 
made superheroes illegal. They meet Winston Deavor, a wealthy business man and his sister Evelyn. 
They propose to send the heroes on missions that will help them regain public trust. Evelyn suggests 
that Helen Parr (Elastigirl) start alone, without her husband Bob (Mr. Incredible) and the two eldest 
children Violet Parr, and Dashiell "Dash" Parr. Evelyn is thus sent to a big city that resembles New 
York. Bob stays at home to mind the children.   

 

LANGUAGE 
 
Standard English. 
 
 

 
 
VOCABULARY 

To track me: to follow me 
 

To wipe out: to eliminate 

Trampoline me: transform yourself into a 
trampoline and throw me in a direction 

Platter: a second course meal with a side dish 

Freaky: strange 
 

A tap: the place where water come out for a sink 

Manhood wise: in terms of being a man 
 

To roll with the punches: although something 
may be difficult, you stick to it and follow it 

Undermine: the first meaning is to destroy the 
foundations for an idea, but in the film 
‘Undermine’ is a bad character who destroys 
the foundations of buildings, thereby making 
the buildings fall down 

To keep track of: to follow something closely 
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If you want out of the hole, first you’ve got to 
put down the shovel: if you want to get out of a 
situation, you’ve got to stop doing the things 
that put you into that situation in the first 
place 

Gloved hand: a hand with a glove on it 

To throw yourself into something: to start 
doing something enthusiastically 

To strap in: to secure someone by tying  him/her 

Flattering: something that makes you look or 
sound very good 

To roam: to wander 

Homey: something that makes you feel 
comfortable and at home 

Brace yourself: become tense because of 
something you are about to see or do  

To get the hang of something: to understand 
how to do  something, or how something 
works 

She’s rich, and probably she gets know more 
than a slap: because she’s rich she won’t get in 
trouble 

Dozing: sleeping, or the first moments when 
you are falling asleep 
 

To have the stage to yourself: to be able to do 
what you want to do with no interference from 
outside 

A hold up: a robbery where the robbers have 
guns and tell the people to put their hands up 

To slap something together: to build something 
or assemble something  very quickly 

Raccoon: the animal that looks like it has a 
black mask around it eyes, so it looks like it is a 
robber 

To get a reaction: when people react to something 
you have done  
 

To spiral out of control: to go up, and while 
going up to rotate round and round 

Casualties: people who die because of an accident 
or war  

An outcast: a person who is thrown out of a 
group 

To be in hiding: not showing yourself in public 
because the police or someone else is looking for 
you 

 


